Abstract-Efficient techniques are introduced in this paper for the identification of the occlusion and visible background and foreground areas in a noisy stereoscopic image pair. Three different Bayes decision methods are tested for this purpose. The first, and simplest, uses three hypotheses for the formulation of the Bayes decision rules, adopting the right image as a reference. After performing a dual-Bayes decision test having each time as a different image of the stereo pair as reference, consistency checking is added to these tests to form the second method. Finally, four compound hypotheses are used in the third method, which is the most accurate but also the more detailed and computationally involved of the three. Experimental results illustrating the performance of the proposed techniques are presented and evaluated.
I. INTRODUCTION
S TEREO vision provides a direct way of inferring the depth information by using two images (stereo pair) destined for the left and right eye, respectively. When each image of a stereo pair is viewed by its respective eye, the human brain can process subtle differences between the images to yield 3-D perception of the scene being viewed. A stereoscopic system may be used to stimulate the stereo vision ability artificially. A stereo pair, a pair of images of the same scene generated by recording two slightly different view angles, is presented to the observer so that the right image is seen by the right eye and the left image is seen by the left eye. So far, stereo images in the field of computer vision have been used in applications such as remote machine control, medical imaging, autonomous navigation, automatic surveillance and aerial mapping [1] - [3] . Stereo vision has also been proposed for entertainment in cinema and television [4] .
As stereo pairs are used for more and more applications, efficiency in their transmission and storage becomes increasingly important. If no data compression technique is employed, twice as many bits are required to represent a stereo pair compared to those required to represent a single image. In stereo-image processing and analysis, a major goal is to exploit the correlation Manuscript received March 15, 1999 ; revised October 20, 1999 . This work was supported by the EU project IST "HISCORE" and the GSRT "PAVE" and "PANORAMA" projects. between the two images of a stereo pair in order to reduce the number of bits required to represent it [5] - [10] . Increased data compression will make the stereo applications faster and more economical.
One of the most important parameters in the study of stereo vision is the disparity [11] , [12] , [20] . To better understand the meaning of disparity, let us imagine overlaying the left and right pictures of a stereo pair by placing the left picture on the top of the right. Given a specific point A in the left picture, its matching point B in the right picture does not, in general, lie directly underneath point A. Therefore, we define the stereo (or binocular) disparity of the point pair (A,B) as the vector connecting B and A.
Obviously, in the case of parallel-axes camera configuration [9] , the disparity reduces to the signed magnitude of the horizontal component of the displacement vector since the vertical component is always zero. Therefore, if the direction from the right image to the left image is considered as the positive direction, the disparities in a stereo pair are always nonpositive if we regard the left image as reference and always nonnegative if we regard the right image as reference (see Fig. 1 ) due to camera geometry. Furthermore, the use of the parallel axes geometry leads to a simple mathematical relationship between the disparity of a point pair and the distance (depth) to the object it represents; specifically, the disparity is inversely proportional to the depth (1) where and are the baseline and the distance between the lens and the image plane respectively.
Accurate detection of occlusion, visible background, and foreground areas of stereo pairs is a valuable task for the efficient coding of stereo images. For example, it is highly useful for sprite generation [22] and for background and depth extraction in stereoscopic videoconference sequences [23] - [25] . These areas are defined as follows.
1) The "visible foreground areas" in one image of a stereo pair consist of those pixels of the foreground, which are visible in both images. 2) The "visible background areas" in one image of a stereo pair are formed by those pixels of the background, which are visible in both images.
3) The "occlusion areas" in one image of a stereo pair are spatially coherent groups of pixels in the background or the foreground that can be seen only in this image and thus are occluded in the other image. Occlusion regions mark disparity discontinuity jumps which can be used to improve stereo-image encoding and transmission, segmentation, motion analysis and object identification processes which must preserve object boundaries [21] .
In early stereo-image research, the segmentation into visible and occlusion regions is treated as a secondary process, postponed until matching is completed and smoothing is underway [13] . Techniques are also proposed that indirectly address the occlusion problem by minimizing spurious mismatches resulting from occlusion regions and discontinuities [14] . In [15] , Belhumeur and Mumford point out that occlusion areas must be identified and incorporated into matching process and using Bayesian reasoning, they derive an energy functional using pixel intensity as the matching feature. Dynamic programming is then used to find a minimal-energy solution.
Techniques based on dynamic programming have been used for the purposes of disparity estimation and simultaneous occlusion detection [18] , [19] , [24] , [17] . A significant advantage of these techniques is that they can provide a global solution for the disparity estimation/occlusion detection problem under local constraints such as constraints related to correlation, smoothness, or disparity gradient limit.
Geiger, Ladendorf and Yuille [16] also directly address occlusion regions by defining an a priori probability for the disparity field based upon a smoothness function and an occlusion constraint. For matching, two shifted windows are used to avoid errors over discontinuity jumps. Assuming monotonicity, the matching problem is solved using dynamic programming. Unlike in Belhumeur's work, the stereo occlusion problem is formulated as a path-finding problem in a left-scanline to right-scanline matching process. Cox et al. [17] have proposed a dynamic programming solution to stereo matching based on matching edge-delimited intervals between corresponding scan lines, that does not require the smoothing term incorporated into Geiger and Belhumeur's work. They point out that several equally good paths can be found through matching space when using only the occlusion and ordering constraints. To provide enough constraints forcing their system to produce a single solution, they optimize a Bayesian maximum likelihood cost function minimizing inter-and intra-scanline disparity discontinuities. A similar strategy is used in [18] , [19] , where a dynamic programming algorithm is developed for the detection of significant disparity changes and large occlusion areas in a stereoscopic image pair. In this approach no smoothness or interscan-line compatibility constraints are used. Two additional constraints, namely the extended continuity constraint and the disparity gradient limit, are considered in [20] , [21] , and [24] .
In this paper, a novel approach is introduced for segmenting a stereo pair into occlusion and visible background and foreground regions, using three forms of Bayes decision criteria. The only assumptions made for the image pairs are related to the disparity: the disparity is assumed to be small and to obey a truncated Gaussian distribution. The first proposed technique is an extension of the methodology in [27] , [28] , so as to apply to disparity rather than motion fields. This first technique is an implementation of a Bayes test assuming three hypotheses, each one corresponding to a different area, yielding efficient identification of the regions of a stereo pair, based on one image (e.g., the left image of the stereo pair) as reference. The second technique introduced in this paper, is a dual-Bayes decision test, having each time a different image of the stereo pair as a reference, followed by a consistency checking procedure for the elimination of outliers. Finally, the last technique presented is a single Bayes test, with four compound hypotheses.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the mathematical analysis underlying the concept of Bayes testing. In Section III, the dual-Bayes test followed by consistency checking is introduced and described. Section IV presents the Bayes decision test, with four rather than three, compound hypotheses. Experimental results given in Section V evaluate visually and quantitatively the performance of the proposed methods. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. BAYES DECISION TEST
The noisy intensity of each pixel of the left image of a stereo pair is given by (2) where the vector represents the spatial location of each pixel, is the noisy intensity value of the pixel located in in the left image, is the respective noise-free intensity value in the left image, and is a zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise, corrupting the left image. Assuming the left to be the reference image, each pixel of the right image can be assigned to three different classes: 1) the visible foreground 2) visible background and 3) occlusion classes of pixels, all defined in Section I. Thus, the noisy intensity of the right image in terms of the noise-free intensity of the left image may be expressed as follows:
where is the disparity of the foreground pixels which is negative since it is calculated in reference to the left image, is the disparity of the background pixels which is nonpositive, is the noise-free intensity of each occlusion pixel of the right image and is a zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise corrupting the right image of the stereo pair. The terms and are assumed uncorrelated, since they express noises corrupting different images (the left and the right images of the stereo pair).
Assuming that the disparities and are small enough, a first-order approximation of and may be used [28] . Then, the first and the second equations in (3) 
where The Bayes decision test dictates that for each pixel the hypothesis will be selected if (8) where is the average cost of accepting the hypothesis This cost depends on the a priori probabilities of hypotheses on the costs of deciding that is correct while the actually correct hypothesis is and finally on the conditional probability density functions (pdf's) of The average cost is [26] (
where in the case of (7). Therefore, Assuming that the a priori probabilities and the costs are known, the three conditional pdf's must be computed in order to apply the decision test (10) .
A. Calculation of the pdf
Since the difference is a zero-mean additive white Gaussian noise, the pdf of will be given by the following expression [28] : (11) where is the noise variance of given by since and were assumed uncorrelated. Recall that if then the difference vector is (12) Applying the Bayes rule to we obtain [28] ( 13) where is the support range of If are assumed to be independent random variables, then trivially (see [26, Secs. 4.4, 6 .3]) (14) As mentioned earlier, due to the parallel camera geometry, since is negative (15) Thus, the pdf of can be assumed to be a truncated Gaussian if if (16) From the same assumption of uncorrelated and and the first equation of (7), it follows that (17) Therefore, the pdf is also a truncated Gaussian with variance Following [27] we shall approximate by Then, the pdf is determined by (13) using (14)- (17).
B. Calculation of the pdf
Under assumption the difference vector equals In the general case, precisely the same equations (14)- (17) as in Section II-A for the case of foreground pixels may also be used, with obvious modifications, for the evaluation of (18) However, very often in practice either the background is sufficiently uniform so that or far away from the camera (high depth Z) forcing the background disparity to very small values. In either such case, , hence (19) is no longer conditioned on the value of a random number and reduces to (20) Alternatively, this is also trivially seen to be the form, (18) reduces to, when
C. Calculation of the pdf
However, in order to evaluate the integral of (21), knowledge of the density is necessary. By definition, is the difference between the intensity of the occlusion areas of the right image and the intensity that the same pixels would have in the left image. Therefore, the region is a strip of the boundary pixels from inside the right part of the contour of the primary object of the left image [28] . Moreover, we may reasonably assume that the statistics of the adjacent region outside the right part of the contour of the primary object will be sufficiently similar to the statistics of the intensity of the occlusion areas (see Fig. 2 ). The next step of the process is to extract the boundary of the primary object. To accomplish this, the method of active contour models (or "snakes") is used [29] , [30] . Active contours ("snakes") were originally proposed in [29] to provide a regularization step in edge detection algorithms.
A snake is an ordered set of points (snaxels), on the image grid, positioned so as to minimize the snake energy functional (23) where the external energy term is included so as to attract the snake to salient image features, while the inclusion of the internal energy term emphasizes regularization by favoring curve smoothness. The external energy is chosen as follows: (24) where is the intensity gradient at calculated using a Sobel mask, and is a unit vector normal to the snake at [31] . The internal energy is given by (25) Under assumption where Using the Bayes rule [28] 
where is the support range of Then, as in Section II-A, trivially (22) Energy formulation and snaxel initialization are two other major factors affecting the ease of solutions. For satisfactory results, initialization must be based on some a priori knowledge of the contour that must be extracted. In other words, the initial active contour must be a rough approximation of the desired contour within the image [32] . In the presented algorithm, a rectangular initial active contour is selected centered to the image plane. This is the case, since the primary object is likely to be nearly centered in the image plane. The intensity histogram of the right boundary pixels inside the primary object and the intensity histogram of the pixels outside the right boundaries of the primary object, may then be calculated, after defining the contour of the primary object using snakes. Thus, since and assuming independent and the pdf of their difference will be (see [26, Section 6.2, p. 136]) (26) where the star denotes the flipped histogram and the asterisk denotes convolution. Then, the pdf is found from (21)-(26).
III. DUAL-BAYES DECISION TEST FOLLOWED BY CONSISTENCY CHECKING

A. Dual-Bayes Decision Tests
The same Bayes decision test discussed in the previous section may be repeated using now as reference the right image. The relations are dual to those of the previous section: just the subscripts and indicating the right and left images respectively, are interchanged. Specifically, the relations describing the intensities and are dual to (2) and (3), respectively, where is positive since it is calculated with the right image considered as reference and is nonnegative. As before, we assume that and may be linearized as in (4) . Therefore, using relations dual to (5) and (6), we obtain the test dual to (7) located in visible foreground area area located in visible background area area located in occlusion area area (27) where Precisely as in Section II, the probability condition functions must be computed in order to apply the Bayes decision test. The pdf is computed as a dual of (13) . Note that since the right image is used as reference, the disparity assumes only positive values (28) Also, the is computed as a dual of (18) or as a dual of (20) in the simpler case where Finally, the pdf is calculated using expressions dual to (21) and (22) where is the histogram approximating the probability density of intensities in the region inside the left part of the primary contour of the object of the right image and is likewise the histogram in the region of the occlusion area of the left image. This histogram is assumed to be sufficiently similar to the intensity histogram of the region outside the left part of the primary contour of the object of the right image.
B. Consistency Checking in Dual-Bayes Decision Tests
The Bayes decision rules discussed above, first using the left image as reference and secondly using the right image as reference, form the dual Bayes decision tests. Consistency checking is then introduced as a procedure to detect misclassifications. Specifically, the dual ternary hypothesis Bayes tests produce two maps of regions:
and A pixel will be assumed to be correctly classified if either of the following is true. 1) In both cases, it is classified as a visible background pixel (i.e., 2) In both cases, it is classified as a visible foreground pixel (i.e. 3) In one case, it is classified as a visible foreground pixel and in the other case as an occlusion pixel (i.e., or . In all other cases, the pixel has been misclassified in at least one test. To resolve such ambiguities, a consistency-checking technique is used as a post-processing step to correct the classification of these pixels. This procedure follows some specific rules in order to produce a final reclassification into one of the three situations (a, b, and c) described above. Specifically, a 3 3 neighborhood window is defined around each pixel in both maps produced by the dual-Bayes tests. Then, the false classifications are compared with those of the neighboring pixels, and produce a rational result for the reclassification. For example, let us assume that the dual-Bayes tests produced the following classification:
As noted earlier, this indicates a misclassification in at least one test. To correct this misclassification the tests are repeated for pixels in the 3 3 neighborhood of If of the eight such pixels in the first test are in the area and of the eight surrounding pixels in the second test are in the area, then the classification accepted is Experimental results show that this consistency-checking method rejects the most common types of outliers.
IV. COMPOUND BAYES DECISION TEST
In this section, each pixel is classified using a single robust Bayes decision test based on four compound hypotheses, obtained by combining the hypotheses used in earlier sections. The four hypotheses related to the three possible situations discussed in Section III are the following.
1) the spatial location belongs to the visible background area when the left image is used as reference and to the visible background area when the right image is used as reference, i.e., 2) the spatial location belongs to the visible foreground area when the left image is used as reference and to the visible foreground area when the right image is used as reference, i.e., 3) the spatial location belongs to the visible foreground area when the left image is used as reference and to the occlusion area when the right image is used as reference, i.e., 4) the spatial location belongs to the occlusion area when the left image is used as reference and to the visible foreground area when the right image is used as reference, i.e. The Bayes decision test may then be applied for the four compound hypotheses if where then is true (29) where is the average cost of accepting the hypothesis defined in (9) , which may be rewritten as follows: To evaluate the performance of the proposed approaches for segmenting the images of a stereo pair into occlusion and visible background and foreground areas, the algorithms were applied to synthetic and natural stereo pairs. The a priori probability vector will be defined by (35) where is the a priori probability that hypothesis is valid.
Also, the cost matrix is defined by
In our experiments, the following four cost matrices are used:
Use of (maximum a posteriori probability (MAP) test) assigns no cost to a correct decision and the same cost to all incorrect decisions. Use of one of or however, penalizes more the misclassification of a pixel actually belonging to the region of visible foreground, visible background or occlusion area respectively. Then, the probability of detecting visible foreground, visible background or occlusion pixels respectively is increased at the expense of increased false alarm rate. The same result can be achieved by using and appropriately varying the a priori probabilities. However, we have chosen to use constant a priori probabilities and vary the cost matrices, because these statistical parameters are inherently dissimilar, since the a priori probabilities characterize the type of image pair used while the cost matrices may be different depending on the particular application.
We first tested the synthetic stereo pair "House" shown in Fig. 3 to evaluate the efficiency of the proposed algorithms. Zero-mean white Gaussian noises were added to both left and right images with and respectively. The results were a left image with an SNR of 33.35 dB and a right image with an SNR of 32.19 dB. We used the cost matrix and the a priori probability vector (38) Applying the Bayes decision test with the left image as reference, the image of Fig. 4(a) is obtained, where the black, grey, and white colors correspond respectively to the visible foreground, the visible background and the occlusion areas. The simpler form (20) was used instead of (18) for the computation of Fig. 4(b) shows the same areas obtained using the right image as reference. Tables I and II evaluate arithmetically the efficiency of the classification of each Bayes decision test. Table III shows the results of the Bayes test with the left image as reference, when one of the or cost matrices is used. As expected, the classification accuracy of visible foreground, visible background and occlusion pixels is, respectively, increased compared to the corresponding classification accuracy when is used. In practice, the accurate detection of the visible foreground areas is often of crucial importance, (e.g., in very low bit-rate videophone applications), in which case the use of is indicated. Consistency checking as described in Section III further improved the results, achieving a 100% correct classification of the regions, as shown in Fig. 5 .
The results of the compound Bayes decision test of Section IV using (39) are shown in Table IV . This method achieves more accurate pixel classification compared to the simple ternary Bayes decision test (see Table II ). Even when it fails to reject some outliers, these can be eliminated by a simple isolation procedure (e.g., performing a median filtering to the produced region map), leading to 100% correct classification.
To further evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed techniques, results were obtained using as a stereo pair the first and the fourth view of the four view real image sequence "Claude-3." 1 Fig. 6 shows the left and the right image of this stereo pair. After adding white Gaussian noise and to both images of the stereo pair, the simple Bayes decision test was applied, using the left image as reference and assuming the a priori probability vector to be (40) while was selected to be the cost matrix. Again, the simpler form (20) was used again instead of (18) for the computation of
The resulting segmentation map is presented in Fig. 7(a) , where each color corresponds to a different region as described above. Fig. 7(b) shows the result of the reversed Bayes test (the right image is the reference). Consistency checking was then performed to eliminate the outliers, leading to improved stereo-pair segmentations (see Fig. 8) .
Next, the efficiency of the compound Bayes test of Section IV was evaluated using and
Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate the segmentations resulting before and after a post-processing step of median filtering for outlier re- moval. A visual inspection of these segmentations shows that the compound Bayes test (before median filtering) yields better results than the simple Bayes test, but worse compared to the results of the dual-Bayes test followed by consistency checking (Section III). However, the median post-filtering improved significantly the results of the compound Bayes test leading to the best overall results. In order to accurately identify the visible background pixels, the foreground and background intensity histograms must be significantly different from each other. To enhance this difference, an intensity measure may be used, depending on both the luminance and the chrominance components of the same stereo pair, "Claude-3" (42) Due to the difference in chrominance between foreground and background, the classification of the visible background pixels is more successful because the histograms of in the foreground and background differ significantly, while the luminance histograms do not. Figs. 11 and 12 show the results of the simple Bayes test and the compound Bayes test after median filtering, respectively, using instead of the luminance
The proposed algorithms were also tested on the stereo pair of the Fig. 13 . This stereo pair features uniform background and large occlusion areas. We chose and
The segmentation resulting after applying the dual simple Bayes test is shown in Fig. 14 , while Fig. 15 shows the classification after consistency checking. The compound Bayes test was applied with and
Figs. 16 and 17 illustrate the results before and after median filtering. We must note, at this point, that for the natural stereo pairs used, the occlusion areas were solely in the background. However, this is not unexpected and it does not imply that these tests are not sufficiently representative or characteristic. In fact, in practical applications, occlusions in the foreground are, by their very definition, very small, when they exist at all. Furthermore, for practical applications, such as accurate depth evaluation and depth keying, only the background occlusions are important and the foreground occlusions are usually ignored. However, our method does work even when occlusions occur in the foreground. An example of detection of both foreground and background occlusions is given for the synthetic stereo pair of Fig. 18 . Fig. 19 shows the segmentation resulting from the compound Bayes test after the median post-filtering.
Finally, the Bayes methodology was applied to segment the "Aqua" stereo pair (Fig. 20) . This pair has textured background and varying nonzero background disparity values. Thus, the accurate expression (18) was used for the computation of rather than the simplified expression (20) . Experimental results (Figs. 21 and 22) show that the performance of the Bayesian-based pixel classification is satisfactory.
VI. CONCLUSION
Three approaches were presented for applying a Bayesian test on a stereo pair for the detection and classification of occlusion and visible background and foreground areas. The only assumptions made is the disparity to be small and to obey a truncated Gaussian distribution. Firstly, a simple Bayes decision test was presented, assuming three hypotheses, each one corresponding to a different area. This test was performed considering one image of the stereo pair as reference. Repeating the same test, using as reference the other image, leads to a dual-Bayes test which, along with consistency checking, improves the results of the single test. Finally, a Bayes test with four compound hypotheses was developed and tested on stereo pairs improving the results further. Experimental results using both synthetic and real stereo pairs demonstrate the excellent performance of the proposed methods.
Future research on segmentation may focus on a combination of the presented Bayes decision test with disparity estimation. Alternately, a formulation of new compound Bayes test concerning both the disparity and the motion vectors may be sought.
